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Reading for Pleasure project aims

My Reading for Pleasure (RfP) project had two key aims as outlined below. 

Aim 1: To promote a love of reading within a Year 6 class reluctant to read

I carried out my RfP project in a Year 6 class where very few children chose to read, and they did not opt to do this for pleasure. 
In order to monitor this aim I carried out a before and after questionnaire to assess the impact my project had on children’s
love of reading. 

Aim 2: To investigate the impact a book cover has upon our reading choices 

To achieve this, I read the first chapter of a different book each day however, each book was wrapped so you could not see the 
cover. 

The children would then vote:

Yes – I would continue reading this book

Maybe – I am undecided as to whether I would continue reading this book

No – I would not continue reading this book

At the end of each week the children would then vote (using the same voting system) based upon solely the cover of a book. 

The children were not aware of which first chapter came from which book cover to ensure no biased voting. 



OU Research inspiration and rationale 
My inspiration for this project came from Teachers as Readers and book talk research that suggests 

teachers should be active members in research, book talk and reading projects within the 
classroom.(e.g. Cremin et al. 2014) 

I personally, did not just want to conduct the project but I wanted to be involved fully in the research. 
Therefore, alongside the children, I was completely blind to what the cover/title/author of each 
book would be. I got my Dad to wrap each book so that when reading the first chapter,  I had no 
pre-made judgements and I was able to vote alongside the children based solely upon the 
opening chapter that I had read. 

I also opted to be the voice of each book. I read each chapter aloud to the children. This provided 
opportunity for consistency in voice and approach to reading but it also gave the children an 
opportunity to actually listen to a story being read which I found was a novelty for many Year 6 
children. 

I wanted to demonstrate to children that I am a Reading Teacher: a teacher who reads and that my 
RfP choices are individual and unique to me. Some children may have the same choices, some 
may not and to teach the children to accept everyone’s individual reading choices. 

I wanted to encourage children to engage in ‘book talk’, to ask questions of their peers about the 
books they enjoyed, to recommend books and to relish in the opportunity to dive into a book world 
full of wonder. 



Outline – How was the project carried out?
To carry out this project, I split it into 3 key areas: questionnaire, voting on the content of a book and 

voting on the cover of a book.

Questionnaire

To begin and end the project, I gave 
each child a questionnaire to 
complete. Some questions required  
children to answer on a scale of 1 to 
10 in order to show progression 
between the beginning and end of 
the project. Whereas other questions 
were a simple Yes / No answer. 

The questionnaire included questions 
such as:

How much do you enjoy reading for 
pleasure?

How important is the cover of a book to 
you?

Do you choose a book based on it’s 
cover?

Voting on the content of a book

For this area, I would read the opening 
chapter of a range of books to the 
children. Each book was wrapped so 
neither the children nor I, were aware 
of the title, author or cover of the book 
being read. To ensure the books 
appealed to all children within the 
class I chose a variety of genres and 
text types aimed at Key Stage 2. I used 
Twitter to gather advice for books that 
had good opening chapters that 
would excite and hook the children, 
with the overall aim being to evoke a 
love of reading. 

After listening to the first chapter of the 
book, the children voted: 

Yes – I would continue reading this book

Maybe – I am undecided as to whether I 
would continue reading this book

No – I would not continue reading this 
book

Voting on the cover of a book

At the end of each week I would 
unwrap the books we had read and 
present the covers to the children. 
Based solely on the cover of each 
book the children would then vote:

Yes – I would read this book based on 
the cover

Maybe – I am undecided as to whether I 
would read this book based on the 
cover

No – I would not read this book based on 
the cover

After voting, I would then open the book 
and read the opening few sentences 
to the children and see if they could 
remember which first chapter came 
from which book. It was extremely 
interesting to then reflect with the 
children on whether their votes 
differed between voting solely on the 
cover and solely on the content. 



Findings 
What were the findings from this project?

The findings for each book differed. However, 
the general conclusion from the results were:

Children who voted ‘No’ based on the first 
chapter often changed to ‘maybe’ or ‘yes’ 
when seeing the cover

Children who voted ‘No’ based on the cover 
often voted for ‘maybe’ or ‘yes’ based on the 
first chapter

The results supported the suggestion that a book 
cover has a great impact on our RfP choices. 
Often children choose a book based on the 
front cover and then find no enjoyment in the 
book which can deter them from reading. 

The results from the questionnaire saw a great 
increase in children saying they enjoyed RfP, as 
well as a large number of children saying they 
now no longer made their RfP choices based 

solely on the cover of a book. 

Below are some examples of the findings.



Impact and Reflection
What was the impact of this project?

Children developed an excitement and love 
around reading

Children, who did not choose to RfP, were asking 
each morning ‘When are we going to do the 
reading thing?’

 There was an increase in children who opted to RfP
each morning 

 The classroom was full of book talk, discussing 
which chapter they liked, which cover they would 

have chosen, how their opinion changed when 
they related the chapter back to the cover

 I, alongside the children, saw the impact a book 
cover has on our RfP choices. 

When selecting RfP choices, I witnessed the 
children opening a book and reading the first few 
pages instead of choosing based on the aesthetics 
of the cover.

Children were asking could they borrow books 
from the project to RfP at home and outside on the 

playground .

Reflection

Personally, I think that the project was extremely successful.

I believe wholeheartedly that through this project and using my own 
love of reading, I have been able to evoke this same love of reading 
for the majority of children within the Year 6 class. I am confident that 
my findings support this as when first posed the question ‘On a scale of 
1 to 10, how much do you enjoy reading for pleasure?’ 23 out of 28 
children put 1,2 or 3 demonstrating low enjoyment. Where as, at the 
end of the project 21 out of 23 children voted for 7 or above which 
reflected an increase in their enjoyment gained from RfP. 

Throughout this project, I have been able to investigate the impact of a 
book cover on a child’s RfP choices. I was expecting a book cover to 
have an impact however, I was surprised to see how much of an 

impact. It was very interesting to discover that a large number of 
children would not choose a book based on the cover yet they were 
engrossed by the opening chapter. The children were also amazed by 
the findings from the project and have begun to make their RfP
choices based on the content of the first few pages as opposed to 
the cover. 

Overall, I think I have succeeded in creating a classroom environment 
that embraces and loves reading. I have supported a class of children 
in finding a love for reading and finding books that evoke that love for 
each child. I have encouraged children to look beyond the cover of 
a book and make reading choices based upon the words inside. 


